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ABSTRACT
Throughout the course of a typical day, users send and receive a large number of emails. These emails are not created equal however, some can be dealt with immediately, while others cannot be completed in a single session. Existing email tools are well suited for the most common types of tasks, however, there is poor support for assisting in other types of email tasks. For example, emails that require effort or time to process are often postponed by users for later processing. Dabbish found that 37% of emails that require a reply are deferred to a later date. Current email tools do not support this case. The user is left to create ad-hoc solutions to prospectively remember the pending email task. Instead of leaving users to create their own ad-hoc method for prospectively remembering to handle email tasks, there should be direct support in the email client for this common activity. In this paper, we present Procrastinate, an additional email functionality built for Gmail that allows users to postpone working on an email to a specified future date. Using this functionality, users tag and archive emails with a future date, such as 11/25, or a relative one, such as “tomorrow,” or “monday.”
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INTRODUCTION
Throughout the course of a typical day, users send and receive a large number of emails. As of 2006, the average was 87 emails a day [3]. These emails are not created equal however, some can be dealt with immediately, while others cannot be completed in a single session [6]. Existing email tools are well suited for the most common types of tasks: crafting a quick reply to the author; deleting an uninteresting email; or even filing an email away.

However, there is poor support for assisting in other types of email tasks. For example, emails that require effort or time to process are often postponed by users for later processing. Dabbish found that 37% of emails that require a reply are deferred to a later date [2]. Current email tools do not support this case. The user is left to create ad-hoc solutions to prospectively remember the pending email task. Some of these solutions typically include: leaving the email in the inbox, increasing the amount of distractions in the inbox and increasing the cognitive load for processing email; file the email away and hope to remember to handle it at a later time; or offload the postponed task to another application such as a todo manager, to be revisited later.

However, even relatively simple solutions are abandoned, Whittaker reported that of the users that attempted to use a todo folder for pending emails, 95% abandoned the practice due to the additional cognitive step [7]. This result points to the probable abandonment of filing into a todo manager, as there are additional, more expensive cognitive steps involved.

Instead of leaving users to create their own ad-hoc method for prospectively remembering to handle email tasks, there should be direct support in the email client for this common activity. In this paper, we present Procrastinate, an additional email functionality built for Gmail that allows users to postpone working on an email to a specified future date. Using this functionality, users tag and archive emails with a future date, such as 11/25, or a relative one, such as “tomorrow,” or “monday.” Once the future date arrives, the email is moved back into the inbox at the appropriate time.

Instead of building a separate tool for this functionality, we opted to integrate it with email, following the spirit of Jones’ Planz [4] and Bellotti’s TaskMaster [1]. In effect, we propose to add simple todo functions to email clients with minimal impact to the interface.

RELATED WORK
There has been a relatively large amount of research in studying the mechanics of prospective memory. We draw on the work of Kliegel et al. and their outlining of the prospec-
tive memory mechanism. The four phases of the prospective memory mechanism [5], as related to the email task with which we are concerned:

1. Intention formation - this is the point of realization that the user is going to have to handle this email later

2. Intention retention - this is the period between planning to handle the email and actually handling the email

3. Intention initiation - when the user actually starts the task

4. Intention execution - actually handling the email

In this project we aimed to reduce the cost associated with the formation, retention, and initiation stages. These stages represent points in the process where the email has to be initially handled in some way (formation), the email must be kept in memory (retention), and finally, the email must be located to be processed (initiation).

These different stages were recognized under a different name by Whittaker and Bellotti. “Task management is complicated because users have to remember to execute tasks...” relates to the Intention retention phase, while “Task management related to refinding activities” relates to the Intention initiation phase [6].

Research into email usage has established that users are appropriating email clients for task management as well. Whittaker described several types of emails which had pending actions associated with them [7]. Bellotti and Ducheneaut found that workers spend most of their time in email, often performing task management [1]. Dabbish also found that 35% of emails that require a response are being deferred by users [2].

As a result of their investigation into email Bellotti and Ducheneaut developed Taskmaster, which added significant amounts of todo functionality to email clients [1]. This project went a little further than what we are looking to do, we aim to add light-weight functionality that keeps email feeling like email.

**POSTPONING ACTIONS ON EMAIL**

For this project we wanted to add support for postponing emails with the least amount of impact on the user and email client. We felt that this common use case should not require an additional tool or any disruptions to the users’ workflow. As such we wanted to implement it in such a way that the user was not required to install an add-on to their browser or email client, we also wanted to support this functionality in a way that it would be available on any device that had access to email. The use of IMAP makes this possible as manipulating an email is reflected on all devices connected to the account. Any platform of note has multiple clients by which to interact with email using IMAP as a communication of protocol.

This project started as a brainstorming session among members of the research group on Personal Information Management at Virginia Tech. We talked about scenarios where we felt that we were just spinning our wheels without accomplishing much. Several of us manage our work with a task manager separate from the email program. In the conversation we realized that we all spend significant amount of time moving pending emails to a task manager and later looking over the task manager to handle the postponed email. The conversation lead to a “Wouldn’t it be nice if we could postpone the email and have it show up in the inbox unread later on?” The result was **Procrastinate**. A quick check on the literature made us realize that we had an interesting implementation that addressed more than just our unique local needs.

**Envisioned use**

The primary scenario of use that we aim to support with this project is relatively simple, in this example scenario Linda is triaging her email inbox on Monday. As Linda is triaging her inbox she comes across an email from her boss that is requesting a status report on her project on Friday. Several important pieces of her project should be done by Thursday. She would like to write the status report on Friday morning, once she has received the update on the other pieces. She tags and archives the message with “Friday” which moves the email out of the inbox for the time being. The week goes by and on Thursday afternoon Linda has received the pieces of her project. On Friday morning, the original email from her boss appears in her inbox for processing as unread. Upon seeing it, she initiates execution on her handling of the email.

**Implementation**

To realize this vision we implemented the functionality via a Python script. To limit development effort we chose to support email accounts on Gmail only. Currently this script runs nightly via a cron job and accesses GMail accounts using OAuth which allows us to keep users’ passwords safe (we don’t store them in our implementation).

This cron job scans any tags (Gmail labels) that are listed under the “Deadlines” folder, a convention that we are using to
keep our application from operating on any unintended folders and keeping all relative date folders organized and away from the user’s other folders. Under the “Deadlines” tag we scan for several tags. We process ones that have an absolute date (e.g., 11/15), ones that have a day of week (Friday), and messages with the tag “Tomorrow.” All the messages found are moved from the existing folder to the inbox. In addition, these messages are marked as “Unread.”

The use of the system is rather simplistic. The user applies these tags as s/he is reading email, and archives the message. This removes the postponed message from the inbox, and requires no effort on the user’s part to get the messages back in the inbox. On the labelled date, the message will appear on the inbox as a new unread message.

**Advantages of the approach**

After several weeks of use, we have identified the following advantages of our approach:

1. It reduces cognitive load of having to remember (prospective remembering) tasks to do in the near future.

2. It reduces the time of processing the inbox, since tasks that require later processing are easily filed away and removed from the inbox as distractors. The other two options of how to process these types of messages are: a) leaving the message in the inbox. This increases the time to process the inbox by distracting the user and making him/her repeatedly processing the email that is postponed; or b) moving the email to a task manager (todo program), assigning a date or priority and routinely checking the task manager for pending tasks to be processed later. We feel our solution is better than either one of these as it requires less active processing from the user.

3. Our solution works well without any addition to the interface. All Gmail clients provide support for labels and archive, since both are such a central part of how this system works. In addition, the Gmail web client provides auto-completion for labels. In our test, we often type “tomorrow” and Gmail completes the label to Deadlines/Tomorrow.

4. Works on all devices. Email users today access their messages from multiple locations using multiple devices. In our experience, all devices provide some form of “label” or “archive” functionality that matches Gmail’s use of labels. So, it is possible to read an email in your smart phone and ‘file’ it away (or Procrastinate) for action at a later date.

The current embodiment of this tool is deployed on our servers and under use by our lab members. So far we have experienced several positives from this new functionality. Of course, these are experiences within our research group, so it hardly constitutes a validation of our approach. Nevertheless, the initial experience (call it a beta-test) yielded the following insights:

- Much cleaner inbox.
- Less effort spent on managing emails and todos.
- We have all been surprised at how natural the tool felt.

That said, we have also experienced some growing pains:

- Issues determining the frequency with which the cron job should run. Initially we had the cron job run in the individual’s computers, so that we wouldn’t have to deal with passwords. Unfortunately, we could not find a way to guarantee that the cron job would run at a time when the computer was awake. Because we use relative dates for filing messages (e.g. tomorrow), we couldn’t afford to skip a day because the computer wasn’t used that day. This often happened when we were on travel, the travel day we often used our phones for accessing emails, thus breaking the system. Since, we have moved to a server-based implementation that uses OAuth to connect to Gmail. That way we don’t have to capture and store user’s email in our system. They authenticate via OAuth and our system then runs at a predetermined time to process the labels.

- Where should the mails be put when they become relevant? The inbox may not be the correct place, however, if we use a folder that requires the user to navigate to check for todos this may lead to abandonment. We have found 2 distinct approaches to this from two of our users. One prefers the message to be physically moved to the inbox and labeled as unread. The other uses Gmail’s priority inbox and has a section that shows the label “Deadline/Today.” This user prefers to have the emails that reach actionable time simple be tagged with “Deadline/Today.” We are sure that there are other strategies that our tool must support.

- Adding new users always takes a few minutes of training as the functionality is not intuitively afforded.

- We found that we wanted to add reminders that did not originate on email. For example, adding a reminder like “Complete the PIM paper” and tagging it with 11/25 knowing that the message will be among the unread emails in the
morning of the 25th. There is no easy way to do this with our current implementation. But more importantly, we are not convinced that this is one of the use cases that we want to support. We need to explore with real users to see what their opinion of this feature is.

- We also discovered a second scenario of use. Because Gmail saves conversation threads together under the label applied to any of its individual messages, PostPone brings back not just individual messages but full threads. So, we found that at times we send an email requesting some information. One of our users found that it was appropriate to set a “reminder” for a few days later to see if a reply to the message had come back or not. He tagged sent messages with a day of the week that was 2 days later, in effect using Procrastinate to help check if someone has replied to the original message. When the email comes back to the inbox, it comes back with the full thread, so if a response has come back, the user sees it and can quickly archive the thread. If there has been no response, then the user can send a reminder and Procrastinate again.

**FUTURE WORK**

Overall, we are very satisfied with the simplicity of the approach and the fact that it requires little adaptation from our part. The immediate future plans for this project are to deploy it to a larger group of people and gather data about how people use it. Some of the research questions that we are interested in exploring include:

1. How do people use Procrastinate for email/task management?

2. What types of strategies evolve out of using this tool?

3. How many emails are postponed for later processing? Are messages postponed multiple times? Is there a day of the week when people handle most of their postponed work? (that is, do people schedule a marathon session for handling emails)

4. Should we create a lightweight plugin that will make Procrastinate easier, and help to reduce training?

5. Are there some user attributes that influence the use of Procrastinate? For example, we found users in our group that did not have that many emails, so they didn’t postpone messages until later, simply handled them relatively soon after they saw it. Is the amount of email a reason why people postpone replying? Is it the complexity of knowledge worker’s activities (e.g. number of different projects)?

In addition, we are interested in exploring how our tool can support collaborative work. For example, how hard would users find it to do some collaborative todos? Two users using Procrastinate can have a common set of shared tags that include each others name. Could Manuel assign work to Ben by tagging the message as “Assign/Ben” and having Procrastinate actually forward the note to Ben and mark it as “Pending” in Manuel’s system for it to be checked later?
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